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Description Summary 

1. Control Period N.A. 

2. Applicability 1. These Regulations shall apply to a distribution licensee, a consumer and a 

third party owner of a Roof Top Solar PV System in the state. 

2. The capacity of Renewable Energy system to be installed at the Premises of 

any consumer shall not be less than one kilo watt peak.  

3. Capacity Target The available capacity at a particular distribution transformer, to be allowed for 

connectivity under these Regulations, shall not be less than the limits as specified 

by the Commission from time to time 

4. Metering Arrangement 1. The Net Meter shall be, as per single phase or three phase requirement. All 

the meters to be installed for net metering shall be of the same or better 

Accuracy Class Index than the existing meter installed at its Premises.  

2. The Net Meters to be installed for the consumers of the premises under the 

ambit of time of day tariff shall be time of day (ToD) compliant.  

5. Billing and Energy 

Accounting 

1. The Distribution Licensee shall show, separately, the energy units exported, 

the energy units imported, the net energy units billed and/or the energy units 

carried forward, if any, to the consumer in their bill for the respective billing 

period.  

2. If during any billing period, the export of units exceeds the import of units 

consumed, such surplus units injected by the consumer shall be carried 

forward to the next billing period as energy credit and shown as energy 

exported by the consumer for adjustment against the energy consumed in 

subsequent billing periods within the settlement period.  

3. At the end of the each Financial Year, any net energy credits, which remain 

unadjusted, shall be paid for by the distribution licensee to the consumers as 

per the rates notified by the Commission from time to time.  

4. There shall be no deemed generation charges payable to the Renewable 

Energy Generator or consumer of the premises.  

6. Applicability of other 

charges 

The Renewable Energy system under net metering arrangement shall be 

exempted from wheeling, banking, cross subsidy and other charges for a period of 

Five years, unless extended thereafter. 

7. Renewable Purchase 

Obligation 

The quantum of electricity generated under these Regulations shall qualify towards 

compliance of Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) for the distribution licensee if 

Renewable Energy Generator is not an obligated entity. 

 


